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What does the Bible say about The Generous
Boy?

 
Many of you know the story as the boy with
the loaves and fish. He had only five loaves
and two fish in his basket. Jesus was with a

group of over 5,000 people. Jesus was
generous and wanted to bless everyone

there.  
 
 
 

 

GOAL:
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This week we are Talking About

 
 
 

 Understanding that as a child of God, you are called
to be generous. God wants you to be a blessing to

others at all times.
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TAKE TIME AND MEMORIZE OUR VERSE FOR THE
WEEK:

 

"A generous person will prosper; whoever
refreshes others will be refreshed."  

 
Proverbs 11:25
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BIBLE READING FOR THIS Week:

John 6:1-13
 

Where was Jesus going?________________________ 

What happened along his way?_____________________ 

What did the disciples say the people should do?

________________________________ 

What was Jesus’ response?

________________________________________
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Cut out this week's memory verse
and put it where you can see it!



 
 
 

Let's review what you read this week:  
 

This is such an incredible story from the Bible. It shows
so many things like miracles, faith, and generosity. In
this story, Alex and Maddy are talking about being
generous.

 As a Christian, we should always be in a position to
bless someone around us. In this Bible story, there was a
large gathering around Jesus. The Bible says 5,000 men
were there, which doesn't include any women and
children. That's a lot of people! 

They were hungry, tired, and it was getting late. Instead
of making all those people leave to find food, a
generous boy offered his five loaves and two fish to
Jesus. He was able to bless everyone there and even had
extra! The boy didn't think he had much, but look what his
generosity brought— a miracle with more than enough. 
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Let's review what you read this week:  
 

That can be the same for you! You don't have to wait
until you have a job to be generous. You can give from
what you already have. You can also give of your time
and talents. You don't have to be rich to start being
generous.

 Just like your memory verse says, by being a generous
person, you will be prosperous. You won't ever be without
when you are a generous person. 

There is always a starting point. Think of who is around
you that you can bless and go for it! You are to represent
your heavenly father. You are to be kind, loving, and
generous. How can you start today? 
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How can we pray? 

Thank you, Jesus, for making me just like you. I will be
generous just like you. I will be a blessing to my family,

friends, and people who need to know you. 

 
Amen!
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SUBSCRIBE ON YOUTUBE
YOUTUBE.COM/MIRACLEWORDKIDS
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You can also now
watch Miracle Word

Kids & Download Bible 
Studies like this one 

in our free 
Miracle Word App!


